ALGEBRAIC COMBINATIONS OF EXPONENTIALS*
BY

J. F. RITT

By an exponential polynomial, we shall mean a function
Piz)

= a0ea»z +

• • •+

amea""

with arbitrary complex numbers for a's and a's. We shall refer to the a's
as the exponents of Piz).
We study here functions defined by an equation
(1)

PnW" + Pn-iw"-1

+ • • • + P0 = 0,

with every P an exponential polynomial.
When the exponents of the P's
are all integers, the substitution e' = u converts w into an algebraic function
of u. Thus, in a sense, the theory of the equation (1) is a generalization of the
theory of algebraic functions.
The present investigation arose out of the problem of determining all
uniform functions which satisfy an equation (1). It is a natural conjecture
that if w, defined by (1), is uniform, then w = Q/R with Q and R exponential
polynomials.
One might, further, expect the exponents in Q and R to be
linear combinations of the exponents in the P's, with rational coefficients.
Both of these conjectures are verified by our work.
We have already proved f that if the quotient of two exponential polynomials is an integral function, the quotient is an exponential polynomial.
This result is obtained again here, under the weaker hypothesis that the
quotient is analytic in a sector of opening greater than -it.
The problem of uniformity settled, we are able to discuss the relation
between the reducibility properties of (1) and the number of analytic functions which (1) defines. Our result, which generalizes a well known theorem
on algebraic functions, is stated in §21.
In examining these questions, we were led to study the behavior, for large
values of z, of functions determined by (1). It turns out that the Riemann
surface for w can be divided into a finite number of sectors, in each of which,
after a border of the sector of finite width is removed, w can be represented
by a Dirichlet series with complex exponents. The sectors admit of precise
description.
* Presented to the Society, February 23, 1929; received by the editors May 1, 1929.
t Ritt, (1). (List of references at end of paper.)
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In §21 we prove that if S is any sector of opening greater than it, the
branch points of w lying in S, and lying outside an arbitrarily large circle,
serve, in their totality, to connect up all of the branches of w, and, in fact,
to generate the entire group of monodromy of w.
The developability of w in Dirichlet series with complex exponents is
proved by the Newton polygon method of algebraic function theory, with
appropriate modifications. We have found serviceable, also, the results of
Tamarkin, Wilder and Pólya on the zeros of exponential polynomials, Hille's
work on Dirichlet series with complex exponents, and the notion of almost
periodic function.

I. Equations

whose coefficients

have real exponents

1. We consider an equation*
(2)

f(w) = Pn(z)wn + Pn-l(z)W-1

+ ■ ■ ■ + Pi(z)w + P0(z) = 0,

where each 7-\ is a function defined by a Dirichlet series with a half-plane of
absolute convergence
Pi(z)

the X's, independent

= a¿iex^ + ai2ex**+ • ■ • + aipex>>*
+ ••• ,

of i, being real, and such that

Xi > Xi > • • • > \p > ■ • • ; lim Xj, = — oo .
We make the non-restrictive assumption thatP0^0,P„^0.
2. We shall prove that a real A exists, such that, for x>A (z=x+
y( —1)1/2), the n solutions Wi, ■ ■ ■ , wn of (2) are analytic and representable
by absolutely convergent Dirichlet series
(3)

Wi(z) = cue's + cae<>*+ • ■ • + c^e'** + • ■ • ,

the p's, which decrease toward
(4)

— °°, having expressions

1

Pp = — (wpiXi + mpi\i + • • • + m„\,)
r

v

,

with r a positive integer independent of p, and with integral m's.
3. It will suffice to show that (2) has one solution of the form (3).
If Pi (i = 0, ■ ■ ■, n) is not identically zero, we represent by tr, the
largest X which occurs in P< in a term with a coefficient a not zero. If P<=0,
we let o~i= — oo.
* It is convenient to writef(w)

rather than/(o>, z).
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Let gi be the greatest value of i Çi= 1, ■ ■ ■ , n) which makes

a minimum. Let pi denote this minimum.
Let a<(1) (¿ = 1, • • • , gi) denote the coefficient of e'iz in P„ or denote 0,
according as (5) equals pior exceeds pi. Let a0(1) be the coefficient of e'*z in P0.
Let Ci be any root of the equation
/¿\
(6)

j i \
„
¡t>iic)
= ao(1) +i ai (1) c +i ■ • ■ +. atl(1>c"'
= 0.

We put w = CiePV+w'. Then (2) gives an equation for w',

(7)

fiiw') = P: iz)w'» + ■■■+ PI iz)w' + Po' iz) = 0,

where P„' =Pn, and where every P' is a function represented by a Dirichlet
series with a half-plane of absolute convergence, whose exponents are the
X's plus integral multiples of pi. The exponents in the P"s will have expressions like the second member of (4).
If Pó =0, the function w = Cier^ is a solution of (2). If P0' féO, we treat
fiÇw') as we did fÇw), determining a p2 and a c2, then making the substitution
w' =c2ef2'+w".

We build, in this way, a series
(8)

cíe"* + c2e"*z + c3ep" + • • • .

If, at some stage, a PoU) is found which is identically zero, the series (8)
is finite and is a solution of (2), of type (3).
4. We assume, in what follows, that (8) is an infinite series. We say that
(a)

pi > P2 > P3 > • ■ ■ ;

lim pj, = — ao .

(b) The p's are of theform (4).
(c) The series (8) has a half-plane of absolute convergence.

(d) Thefunction definedby (8) satisfies (2).
We remark that (b) is obvious on the basis of §3.
5. The equation which defines c2 in (8) is
(9)

(2)

<*>2(c)
= «o

+-Y

(2)

a« cs» = 0.

We are going to show that* if Ci is a root of (6) of multiplicity sh then
* In §5, we follow closely Hensel und Landsberg, Algebraische Funktionen, Leipzig, 1902, pp. 53
et seq. In §§6, 7, however, situations peculiar to the Dirichlet series problem require us to deviate
from the methods used in algebraic function theory.
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g2 = Si. We prove also that pp+i<pp for every p.
For c arbitrary, we have

(10)

fice'*) = faic)?* + tiic,z)e",

where ^i(e, z) is a polynomial in c with coefficients which are Dirichlet series
with non-positive exponents, and where r<cr0.
If, in (10), we put c = Ci+w'e~piz, the first member becomes ficie'^+w')

which is /i (ît>'). Hence
(11)

fiÇw')

Comparing
(12)

= <biici + w'e->i')e"*'

+ \piici + w'e~^z,z)ert.

this result with (7), we find that
PI

= e('o-'Pi>'

0i ici)

úi ici,z)

il

il

l' + eir-iH)'Y

where the superscript (¿) indicates i differentiations with respect to c.
As t <<r0, we find, indicating by accents the o-'s for (7), that, if tpi(''(ci) ^0,
then

(13)

al = co — ipi,

but that, if <pi<i)(ci)=0,
(14)

a¡ < ao — ipi.

Thus, if Ci is a root of (6) of multiplicity
ticular, for ¿ = 0, and (13) for ¿ = 5i.

5i, we have (14) for ¿<Si, in par-

We have
/

co — ai

(15)

i

/

/

ao — o"o

ao — ai

i

i

/

From (13) and (14), we see that (<r0—oi)/i is a minimum, namely pi, for
i = Si. As (14) holds for ¿ = 0, we have cr0' <cr0, so that (<r0'—cr0)/¿ is greater
for_¿>5i than for i—Si. Hence the greatest value of ¿ for which the first
member of (15) is a minimum cannot exceed 5X. This proves that g2= 5i.
Furthermore,
for i—Si, the first member of (15) is pi decreased by
(cr0—oo')/si, so thatp2, the minimum of the first member of (15), is less than

pi. Similarly pj,+i<pp for every p.
6. We are going to prove (c) of §4, and to complete the proof of (a).
With every positive integer p, we have associated a cv, pp, gp, and sp.
For every p,
gp+i = sp = gp = n.
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Thus there exists a q such that
gp = Sp = gq

for p'èq.

Let gt be represented by s. For ¿^a,

the s roots of <pPic)=0 are

all equal. Then
<f>Pic)= bPic - c„y

with ôp a constant.
We consider the relation, analogous to (10),

fp-iice^) = <t>PicWv-1)x+ faicz)?*-»',
and put in it c = w(p_1)e~V. We find, for p^q,
^,(10^'')

Differentiating

(16)

= bpiwi*-»*-'"

-

Cp)'«»o<p~1>»+ fa,iw^'^e-"p',z)er(p-1)l.

s —1 times with respect to w{v~x), we find

fpll\w^-^)

= süje"."""-!-''''!^"""«-"'

- cp)

+ fai'-viwt'-Ve-to'

,z)e<r(p_1)-('-1)"')«.

The expression fa,(,~l) in (16) is the result of replacing c by ii)i"-1'rv
(s —l)th derivative with respect to c of fa,ic, z).

in the

We shall now find a function w(p~1) of z such that
/(.-1)(W(P-D)

= 0.

J v-l

We must have, by (16),
(17)

a/C-"

= cpe"'-^p(«-í)(ít,(p-i)c-p,«)Z)e<ro>-1>-<ro(,-1))«+PP«.

s!ôp

We put
w(p-.d

= (M + cv)e"*.

Then (17) becomes.
(18)

u =-faf-»iu

slbp

+ cp,z)e^^1)-'o(^-1^'.

Since fa}'~viu+cp, z) is a polynomial in «whose coefficients are absolutely
convergent
Dirichlet
series with non-positive
exponents,
and since
t(p-d <o-0<p-1), we can write (18)

(19)

u = Qo + Qiu+ ■■- + Qnu",
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where the Q's are absolutely convergent Dirichlet series, with negative
exponents, of the type (4). When x—»+ °°, every Q approaches 0.
Now if the Q's are regarded as independent variables, (19) has a unique
solution for u which is analytic when every Q is small, and which equals 0
when the Q's are all zero. Let this solution be

(20)

u=F(Qo,---

,Qn),

where F is a series of positive powers in the Q's. If the Q's are replaced by
the Dirichlet series which correspond to them, u becomes a Dirichlet series
with a half-plane of absolute convergence,
(21)

u = dieTs + d2eT'' + • ■ • ,

where 0>ti

>t2>

• • • , lim rm = — °o.

Then the equation /p_1(*-1)(mi(i,-1))=0 is satisfied by the Dirichlet series
a,(p-D

= c^e'r1 + die^i+pv)'

+

■■■ f

which has a half-plane of absolute convergence.
Now
y(.-i)(j£J(p-i))

= /(«-n(Cie«i»

+ . . . + cp-ie'p-y'

+ w^~l)).

Hence the equation

(22)

ß'~»(w) = 0

is satisfied by
(23)

w = cie's + • • • + CpC"' + t^efri+'p)« + • • • .

For every p, there is a solution of (22) of type (23). Of course, the t's and
d's, in (21), depended, as far as we knew, on p, but as (22) has at most n
solutions, and as two distinct series (23) cannot represent the same function,
there can be at most n series (23) for the various values of p. One of these
series must be the series (8). Hence lim pp = — oo, and (8) has a half-plane
absolute convergence. This proves (a) and (c).

of

7. To prove (d), it will suffice to show that (8) satisfies (2) formally.
This will follow if we can show that Oo(v)—>
—°° as />—><». As/P is obtained
from/ by replacing w by w(p) plus a segment of (8), it is obvious that an M
exists such that cr^' <M for every i and p. Now, for P'èq, by (13),
M > o-/*+1> = cr0(p) -

so that oVp) <M+spp+i,

SPp+i

and o-0(p)—>—
°o, because pp+i—>—°o.
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IL Dirichlet

series

with complex exponents

8. In what follows, series represented
series
(24)

by small letters

(as a(z)) will be

Die"'" + • • • + vpe""u + • • • ,

where the p's are real and either increase with their subscripts, tending
toward + oo; or else decrease as their subscripts increase, tending toward
— oo. The v's are constants.
Series represented by large letters (as P(z)) will be of the form
(25)

ai(z)e^

+ ■ ■■+ ap(z)e^> + ■ ■■ ,

where the X's are real and decreasing, with — oo as their limit. The a's are
of type (24), and while the p's in any two of them need not be the same,
the u's must either increase with their subscripts in all a's, or else decrease

in all a's.
9. We shall use, in what follows, sectors of the complex plane bounded
by two half-lines which emanate from a point. The boundary of a sector will
be understood to belong to the sector.
10. If a(z) is of type (24), we shall use ä(z) to represent the sum of the
moduli of the terms of a(z).
We shall say that (25) converges normally in a sector, if every ä(z), and

also
oo

(26)

5Xto IeXp°
I.
p-i

converges in the sector, and if, for every k > 0, a positive integer q exists such

that
oo

(27)

£

äp(z)\**\

<<r*l«l

for z in the sector.
11. We prove that if P(z) is normally convergent in a sector S, then P(z)
is uniformly convergent in S.
It suffices to prove that P(z) is uniformly convergent in any finite triangular part of S. The normal convergence of P(z) will then guarantee that
the convergence is uniform throughout S.
The uniformity of the convergence in any triangle is essentially a result
of Hille.* Let the vertices of the triangle be zu z2, z%. Then any z within or
on the boundary of the triangle has a representation
» Hille, p. 263.
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73Z3,

numbers whose sum is unity.

\eß-\ =| (eí«,)7i(efl.,)7,(^«,)MI = max I é>i\ ,

Then, for any ß,

i = 1,2,3.

It is thus clear that the remainder of (25) at any point in the triangle has
a modulus not greater than the sum of the corresponding remainders of (26)
at the points Zi, z2, z3. This shows that the convergence is uniform.
If (26) is convergent in S, we know that Piz) converges uniformly in any
finite part of 5. Thus to prove that Piz) is normally convergent in S, it suffices to show that (26) converges in S and that for every h>0, an r>0 can
be found such that some remainder of (26) is less than e~hM for \z \ >r.
12. Let S be a sector with one side extending in the direction of the
positive real axis. Let

Piz) = Y,a,iz)*>;

Qiz) = ZM^2,

where each pair ap and bp have the same p's, be normally convergent in S.
Furthermore, suppose that Piz) =Qiz) in 5. We shall prove that aPiz)=bpÇz)
for every p.
It will suffice to prove that <Xi(z)= £>i(z).
Consider any half-line in S which is directed like the positive real axis.

We have, in S,
«

(28)

ai(z) +

00

£«i>(*)«(X|r"x,)* = ix(«) +

XX(z)e(Xp_x')2-

jj=2

p=2

Because the two series in (28) are normally convergent, the remainder after
a large number of terms in either series approaches zero as z goes to 00 on the
half-line taken above. But as every \p—Xi is negative for p > 1 and as every
ap and bp is bounded on the half-line, the sum of any finite number of terms
of either series approaches zero as z increases on the half-line. Hence,' for
such an increase of z, both series approach 0. Now ai(z) and £>i(z),functions
defined by absolutely convergent Dirichlet series, are almost periodic, with
real quasi-periods.
Thus there is a sequence of positive numbers hi, • ■ • ,
hp, ■ ■ ■ , tending toward + 00, such that, for any z on the half-line,

aiiz + hp) -* ai(z),

bi(z + hp) —>¿>i(z)

as ¿>—>oo
.* This, by (28), means that #i(z) = &i(z) for every z on the half-line.
Hence öi(z) is identical with Z>i(z).
* Bohr, Acta Mathematica, vol. 45 (1925), p. 37.
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13. We consider two series of type (25)

F = Y.aPiz)e^,

Q = ZMz)ex",

where ap and bp have the same p's, which tend toward + oo. We assume
that P and Q are both normally convergent in a sector S, which has one side
extending in the direction of the positive real axis, and whose second side is
inclined at a positive angle less than ir to the first one. It is understood that
S is generated by a positive rotation from its first side to its second*
The product PQ can be written as a series of type (25), /LCj>(z)e-V*
where each X' is a sum of two X's and where each c is a bilinear combination
of a's and b's. Furthermore, every cp(z) and alsoZcP(z) |eVz| will be convergent in A.
We are going to prove that PQ is normally convergent in 5.
It is easy to see that the product of P by an ex* or by an absolutely
convergent series of type (24), with increasing p's, is normally convergent
in S. (Cf. final remarks of §11.) Hence the product of P by the sum of a
finite number of terms of Q is normally convergent in 5.
Let h>0 be assigned arbitrarily, and let q be taken so that
OO

00

Z âPiz) | e***| < e-*1*1,
in S.

Z*>j>(2)I «Xp21
< e-*'2'

Let, furthermore,

P = Oi(z)ex>' +-Y

aqiz)e^' + Pqiz),

Q = biiz)e^' + • • • + ¿\(z)eV + Qg(z).
Now PQ is the sum of an infinite number of infinite series of the form
c(z)ex'*. We shall consider PQ as a double series of terms ve<-"i+x')z. Those
terms of the double series which come from multiplying terms of Ps and Qq
have less than e~2hlzi for the sum of their moduli. From this, and from the
fact that the product of P„, iQq), by the sum of the first q terms of Q, (P),
is normally convergent in S, it follows that PQ is normally convergent in 5.

Of course, we can derive a similar result for a's and b's with decreasing
p's, provided that the second side of 5 makes a negative angle less than w

with the first side.
14. Let S be a sector which has one side extending in the direction of the
positive real axis, and whose second side makes a positive angle less than -w

with the first one.t

(See Fig. 1.)

* This will always be understood when we say that the opening of a sector is a positive angle,
f The assumption that the opening is less than t has no bearing on our final results, but it contributes simplicity to our discussion.
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Let Qi, ■ ■ ■, Qn be n series of type (25), with negative X's and increasing
p's, all normally convergent in S.
Let u = F(ui, •••,«„)
be a function analytic in all of its arguments at

(0, • • -,_0).
Let Qi be the series (26) for Q¿. Consider any term â(z) \ex' | of Q¿. Because X <0, there is an h>0 such that a(z) |ex*| <e~h]z* for z sufficiently large,
in a sector whose first side is the horizontal side of S and whose second side
makes a sufficiently small positive angle with the first one. For, if the
opening of the new sector is made sufficiently small, â(z), if it becomes infinite at all, as z—>oo; will become infinite like e*|z| with ¿ small.

Fig. 1

From this fact, and from the normal convergence

of Qi; we see that there

is an h>0 and a sector Si, contained in S and with one side coincident with
the horizontal side of S, such that, for every i, Qi<e~hM for z large and in
Si. In what follows, we suppose an h>0 and an Si to have been found, and

we hold them fixed.
Let F, a majorant for F(ui, ■ ■ ■ , un), converge for |«i|<ô,
where
5>0(i = l, • • • , n). Let S2 be a sector contained in Si, with vertex on the
horizontal side of Si, with one side horizontal and with its second side parallel
to the second side of Si, such that Q,<5 in S2, for every i.
When each u{ is replaced by Q, in u = F(ui, ■■ '• , «»), « will become a
series U(z) of type (25), absolutely convergent (considered as a double
series) in S2.
We say that «7(g) is normally convergent in S2»
For t any integer, arbitrarily large, let

F(ui, ••-,«„)=

A(ui, ■•-,*»)■+

B(ui, ••-,«„).
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where A consists of those terms of F which are of degree not exceeding t,
and where £ consists of the remaining terms of F. Let B be the majorant
of £. Then there is an 77>0, depending on /, such that, for |w¿ | <tj,

(29)

|3|

ámax(|«i|',

••• , |«»|').

When each w¿is replaced in A by Q¿, we get, according to §13, a series (25)
normally convergent in S, hence in S2. But, by (29), £ will yield a double
series the sum of the moduli of the terms of which is less than e-*'1*1 for z
large in Si. Furthermore, t may be taken arbitrarily large. These facts and
the final remarks of §11, show that U(z) converges normally in any sector
contained in Si in which U(z) converges (as a double series) absolutely.
The sector S2 is such a sector contained in Si.
A similar result holds for the case where the p's are decreasing and the

second side of S makes a negative angle with the first.
15. We consider a sector AMB (Fig. 2) consisting of those points z, for

which

Iamp(z - M) I ^ 6,

where O<0<7r, the point M being on the real axis. Let Oi be on MA, 02
be conjugate to 0\. Let OiG and 02C2 be horizontal half-lines having the
direction of the positive real axis.

Fig. 2

Let <p(z) be a function analytic in the sector AMB.
AO1C1 a normally convergent representation
(30)

ai(z)e*y*+ ■ • • + ap(z)e^ + ■ • ■

Let <p(z) have in
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Oi(z)eV H-h
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representation

b,iz)&» + ■■■

with the same* X's which appear in (30) but with decreasing p's.

Furthermore suppose that a k>0 exists such that \faz) \ <ehM in AMB.
We say that
(a) For every p, aPiz) and bPiz) are exponential polynomials, and ap(z) = 0j,(z).
(b) The identical series (30) and (31) converge normally to faz) in a sector interior to AMB, with vertex on the real axis, and with sides parallel to those of

AMB.
In proving (a), we may limit ourselves to the case of p = 1.
Let h and l2 be horizontal half-lines respectively interior to AOiCi and
B02C2 and at equal distances from the real axis. We take any half-strip
between h and l2, that is, a region contained in AMB, limited by h, l2 and
a segment perpendicular to h and l2.
Consider the function ^(z)e_Xl*<p(z). By (30), (31), it is bounded on h

and/2. Hence as | faz) | <g(*+lxii>lzi,in the half-strip between h and l2, fa{z),
according to the Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem, must be bounded in the halfstrip.
The functions ai(z) and £>i(z)are almost periodic, with real quasi-periods,
on OiCi and 02C2 respectively.
We consider a sequence of positive numbers
hi, • ■ ■ , hp, ■ ■ ■ , increasing to infinity, such that for z on OiG, ai(z+Ap)
—»fli(z) as ¿—>co, and such that, for z on 02C2, biiz+hp)—>ôi(z) as ¿—>oo.

Then fa[z+hp)—>ai(z)on OiG and faiz+hp)—>biiz)on 02C2as ¿—>°o.
Consider any rectangle cut from the half-strip

between h and Z2by vertical

lines. In such a rectangle, the functions fa{z+hp) have a common upper bound
for their moduli. The sequence fa{z+hp) converges on two horizontal lines
inside of the rectangle. By the Vitali-Porter theorem, the sequence converges
uniformly in any area interior to the rectangle. The analytic limit approached
by faiz+hp) equals ai(z) on OiG and ôi(z) on 02C2. Hence ai(z) and 6i(z) are
continuations of each other. That is, there is a function ciz), analytic in a
right half-plane T, which coincides with ai(z) above OiG, and with ôi(z)
below 02C2. Furthermore, ciz) is bounded in any horizontal half-strip of T.
It is now easy to see that fli(z) contains only a finite number of p's.
For if vme"m"is a term of ai(z), then, co being a positive variable,
(32)

vm=llm—

1 fOi+"
I
e-"*»"c(z)áz,

<»->»ai Joi
* The assumption that the X's are the same is not a restrictive onf
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the integration

being performed

along OiG.

Now, as e_"m"c(z) is bounded

in

any horizontal half-strip of F, we have also

Í33)

vm = lim— I
u-»»

e~^izciz)dz.

CO J0¡

For the difference between the integrals in (32) and Í33) is
pOi

J Oi

pOi+<*

J0i+a

which is bounded for all co's.
Imagine that pm exceeds the first p in t\(z). As the p's in ôi(z) decrease,
pm will be distinct from every p in &i(z). By Í33) we will have vm= 0. Hence
ai(z) has only a finite number of p's and is an exponential polynomial. The
series £>i(z)is an exponential polynomial identical with ai(z).
To prove (b), we consider any term w(z) =ve 0«*+W»
of (30) regarded as a
double series. Let z be any point between OiG and 02C2, and Zi, z2 two points
of the same abscissa as z, but respectively above OiG and below 02C2. Then*

z = (l —k)zi+kz2,

where 0 < k < 1. Hence
I w(z) I = I w(zi) |1-* I wizi) I* ;= max ( | w(zi) | , | w(z2) | ),

and this is easily seen to imply (b).

16. Let
(34)

Piz) = I>P(z)f^,

Qiz) = Y,bPiz)e^z,

with every aiz) and every ¿>(z)an exponential polynomial, be normally convergent in a sector S, of opening less than 27r, which is symmetrical with
respect to, and contains an infinite portion of, the positive real axis.

Suppose that P/Q is analytic in 5.
We shall prove that there is a sector F, contained in S, symmetric with
respect to, and containing an infinite portion of, the positive real axis, in
which P/Q admits a normally convergent expansion X^pO2)^'2, with every
cÇô) an exponential polynomial.
We shall show first that in some sector Si, contained in S, with one side
in the direction of the positive real axis, and generated by a positive rotation
less than ir, the quotient P/Q has a normally convergent expansion (25)
with increasing p's.
Let t be the smallest value of p for which &p(z)^0. Then Qiz) =Z>,(z)ex<1
♦ Cf. Hille, p. 263.
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(1+F(z)), where F(z) has a normally convergent expansion (25), with increasing p's, and with negative X's, in a sector U like the Si just described.
By §14, 1/(1+F(z))
has a normally convergent expansion (25) in a sector
V with one side horizontal, interior to U. Then 1/Qiz) has a normally convergent expansion (25) in a sector Si, described as above, interior to V. By
§13, P/Q has an expansion (25) with increasing p's, normally convergent in

Si.
Similarly, in a sector S2, generated by a negative rotation, P/Q has a
normally convergent expansion (25) with decreasing p's.
We are going to show that the expansions in Si and S2 are identical, and
that the a(z)'s in them are exponential polynomials. This, according to the
proof of (b) of §15, will give us our result.
Let aqiz) and 2>((z)be, respectively, the first a(z) and biz) which are not
identically zero. We shall show that aa(z)/i>((z) is an exponential polynomial
with pure imaginary exponents.
It is no specialization to assume that q = t = 1 and that Xi = 0. These circumstances may be brought about by multiplying P and Q by exponentials
and using a new set of X's.
There exists a horizontal strip L which contains all of the zeros of Z>i(z)in
its interior. Let B be the difference between the greatest and least p's in 2>i(z).
The number of zeros of &i(z) whose abscissas lie between u and v Çu<v) is

equal to*

BÇv- u)
-1—^
+ 0(1).
We may obviously take F so broad that &i(z) is bounded away from zero
along the sides of L. We suppose this to be done.
Because èx(z) is almost periodic, we can break F up into an infinite number
of rectangles, whose lengths have a common upper bound, such that for some
h>0, \biiz) | >h along all of the vertical sides of the rectangles.
Now Qiz) = biiz)+Riz), where F(z) has negative X's. F(z) approaches
zero as z goes towards oo in L, in the right-hand direction.
Consequently, in any of the rectangles mentioned above, situated at a
great distance to the right, Q(z) has the same number of zeros as t\(z). It
follows easily that the number of zeros of Qiz), in the region common to L
and to S, with abscissas between u and v, is equal to

(35)

BÇu- u)
-!---+ 0(1).

* Tamarkin, p. 24, Pólya, Schwengler, Wilder, p. 420, Ritt (1).
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Suppose that ai/bi is not an exponential

polynomial.

Then it is possible to

find an exponential polynomial g(z), with pure imaginary exponents, the
difference between whose greatest and least p's is less than £, above, such

that
ai(z) = d(z)bi(z) + g(z),

with d(z) an exponential polynomial having pure imaginary exponents.*
We consider the function P(z)—d(z)Q(z), which, because P vanishes
wherever Q does, in S, also vanishes where Q does, in 5. ] We have

P(z) -d(z)Q(z)

=g(z) + K(z),

where K(z) is a series of type (25), with negative X's. This means, by the discussion leading up to (35), that P(z)—d(z)Q(z) has fewer zeros than Q(z)
in a long horizontal rectangle. We have here a contradiction which shows
that ai(z)/bi(z) is an exponential polynomial.
Thus aq(z)/bt(z) is, as we stated, an exponential polynomial, Ci(z).
Now the first coefficient in the expansion of 1/Q in Si is l/bt(z) expanded
with increasing p's. Hence the first coefficient in the expansion (25) of P/Q
is aq(z)/bt(z), which is Ci(z). The same is true of the expansion of P/Q in 52.
Let the first term in the expansion of P/Q, either in Si or in S2, be
Ci(z)eV*.
The second term in the expansion of P/Q, say in Si, is the first term in the
expansion of

P - Ci(z)e^''Q

(36)-

Q

•

Since (36) is analytic in S, we know that the first coefficient in its expansion
is an exponential polynomial.
Continuing in this way, we find that the developments of P/Q in Si and
in S2 are identical, and that the coefficients in them are exponential polynomials. We thus have the result stated at the beginning of this article.
17. Let OX (Fig. 3) be the positive real axis, and OA a ray of positive
inclination less than 7r. Let S be any sector contained in XOA, with sides

parallel to those of XOA. Let
(37)

P(z) = ai(z)e^ -|-h

with increasing p's, be normally
* Ritt, (1).

convergent

ap(z)e^ -j-,
in S.
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Let 0 be a positive angle less than angle XOA. Suppose that, in (37) we
replace z by e**z.
Consider any term
(38)

vefizeu

of (37) regarded as a double series. This term goes over into
(39)

Dg(>"»«*+Xsin*)>Zg(X«»*-iiain^)2

We shall prove that, given any real h, there are only a finite number of
pairs p, X such that X cos<f>-u sin <¡>>h.

O

X
Fig. 3

We shall thus know that P(ei*z) can be written in the form

(4°)

bi(z)e*i*+■■■ + bp(z)^

+■■■ ,

with X"s decreasing toward -oo, and with every b an exponential polynomial. Furthermore, (40) will converge absolutely to P(e<*z) in the sector
obtained by rotating S about the origin through an angle -<p.
For the proof, consider any term of (37). There can be in it only a finite
number of terms like (38) for which X cos <p-M sin <t>>h, for any h, since
sin <p>0 and the p's in any term of (37) increase to + oo. Again, because of
the normal convergence of (37), a term (38) coming from a large p of (37)
must approach zero along the line amp z =<plike an <r*' with k very large and
positive. A similar fact is therefore true of (39) along the positive real axis.
Hence X cos <¡>-p sin <pmust be large and negative when p is large. This
proves our statement.
Let T be the sector into which S goes, after a rotation about the origin
through an angle -fa Let U be a sector whose vertex is that of T, whose
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first side has the inclination

—<p+ e, where e is arbitrarily

small and positive,

and whose second side is the second side of F. That is, U
by cutting away a small sector at the lower edge of T.
We say that, in U, (40) converges normally to Pie^z).
We take any apÇz) of (37), and consider it as a Dirichlet
sector of opening less than it, symmetrical with respect
imaginary axis, and for any h>0, the remainder after a large

is found from F

series. For any
to the positive
number of terms

in äp(z) is less than e~h]z].
Hence, in the sector U, the sum of the moduli of those terms (39) which
come from a particular ap(z)ex"2, and whose p's are sufficiently large, will be
less than e""*121,
where h is large at pleasure.

On the other hand, because of the normal convergence of (37) in S, we
can fix an m such that the terms (39) which come from the remainder after
m terms in (37) have, in F, a sum for their moduli less than e~hizi.
For p sufficiently great, in (40), the terms (39) in ¿>p(z)ex**come either
from a term beyond the mth in (37) or else from terms (38) of large p in one

of the first m terms of (37).
Thus, for p large,
00

(41)

.

Z5¿(z) | W«| < im + l)e-h^.

For any k<h, the second member of (41) is, for \z | large, less than e-*1*1.
This, by the final remarks of §11, proves our statement.

III. Equations

whose coefficients

have complex exponents

18. We consider an equation
(42)

f(w)=Pniz)w*

+ • • ■+ Piiz)w + Poiz) = 0,

where every PÇz) is of type (25), with increasing p's, normally convergent
in a sector S whose first side has the direction of the positive real axis, the
sector being generated by a positive rotation less than -k, starting from the
first side. We assume that Pn(z)^0.
We shall prove that the n solutions of (42) are all analytic in a sector U
interior to S, the sector U having one side in the direction of the positive real
axis and being generated by a positive rotation starting from its first side.
In U, the n solutions will each have a normally convergent representation
(25), with increasing p's. Each X in the representations
of the solutions will
be given by an expression like the second member of (4), in terms of the
X's in the P's. Each p in the representations of the solutions will be similarly
expressed in terms of the p's in the P's.
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For the case in which the P's have decreasing p's and are normally
convergent in a sector generated by a negative rotation, similar results hold,
the solutions having representations
(25) with decreasing p's.
We assume that Pq(z) ^0. For every i, we define o-¡ as in §3, using series
ö(z) instead of constants a. Similarly, we define gi and pt.
We consider the equation (6), where now each a(1) is a series (24) with
increasing p's. The gi solutions of (6) will be analytic in some upper halfplane, and will have absolutely convergent expansions (24) with p's found
from the p's in the a(l)'s by expressions like the second member of (4), with
r fixed. Let a be any solution of (6).
We put, in (42), w = Cien*+w''. Then w' is determined by (7), where,
now, each P' is of type (25), normally convergent in Si, the sector common
to S and the half-plane of absolute convergence of Ci.
As in §3, we build a series
ci(z)e"2 + c2(z)e"'z + ■ • ■ + cPiz)e",+

We continue as in §5. In (10), faic, z) is a polynomial in c, with coefficients
of type (25), which have non-positive X's and are normally convergent in S.
In (12), ^iCi)(ci, z) is normally convergent in Si and has non-positive X's.
If Si is defined as in §5, we find again that g2= Si. Also, it is seen that p2<pi.
We arrive finally at (19) of §6, where now each Q is of type (25), with
negative X's, normally convergent in a sector Sp which has one side in the
direction of the positive real axis, and whose second side is the second side of

S.
Let Qi be defined as in §14. We see, as in §14, that in some sector T whose
first side is the horizontal side of Sp and whose second side makes a sufficiently small positive angle with the first side, every Qi—>0 as \z ¡—>co.
Hence we can replace every Q¡ in (20) by its expansion (25), and get an
expression (25) for u, normally convergent in a sector U with vertex on the
horizontal side of T, the first side of U being horizontal, and the second side
of U being parallel to the second side of T.
The function u thus obtained is a solution of (18). It leads, as in §§6, 7,

to a solution of (42) of type (25).
IV. Applications

to algebraic

combinations

of exponentials

19. We consider now an equation
(43)

PnW + P„_iw"-1 + • ■ ■+ Po = 0,

with every P an exponential polynomial andP„^0.
Evidently a function w, defined by (43), has, in the finite part of the
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plane, only isolated singularities,
which are poles or branch points.
When
P„=l, there are no poles.
If a sector F is contained in a sector S, and if the sides of F have the same
directions as those of S, we shall call T a subsector of S. The vertex of F may

be on the boundary of S.
Consider a series
(44)

vie's + • ■ • + vpe'"z + ■ • ■

with constant v's, and with real or complex <x'ssuch that, as p^><x>, |o-„ |—»co.
We shall say that (44) is normally convergent in a sector, if it is absolutely
convergent in the sector, and if, for every h>0, a q exists such that
00

XI vpe"^z\<e-*l'l
P-9+1

throughout the sector. We see, as in §11, that (44) converges uniformly in
any sector in which it converges normally.
Let S be a sector of opening less than 2ir, and suppose that some branch
w=/(z) of a function defined by (43) is analytic in a sector which has the
same vertex as S, and which contains in its interior every point of S other
than the vertex.
We are going to show that, in some subsector of S, w =/(z) has a normally
convergent development
of type (44). The real part of each a is expressed
in terms of the real parts of the exponents of the P's by a relation like (4),
and the imaginary parts of the a's are expressed analogously.
Let the angles between the sides of S and the positive real axis be (pi and
02, where
0 = 01 < 02 = 27T,

<j>2— 01 < 2ir.

Let ty be such that cpitk^ifkcpi.
We shall show that/^z)
has an expansion (25), with a's which are
exponential polynomials, normally convergent in some sector symmetrical to,
and containing an infinite portion of, the positive real axis.
When P„ is a constant, this follows quickly from §15, for /(e^z) satisfies
all of the hypotheses of that article when P„ is a constant.
When P„ is not a constant, we make the substitution Pnw=y, whereupon (43) goes over into an equation in y with unity for the coefficient of
y". Thus Pnie1*z)f(ei*z) satisfies the hypotheses of §15. Also the pair of
functions P„(ei,''z)/(e,'*z) and Pnie^z) satisfy the hypotheses of §16, so that
we have our result for/(e**z).
Let the expansion of/(e'^z) be normally convergent in a sector symmetric
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By §17, for | -»71
<ô^, we can get

the expansion (25) of f(ei^+'n)z) from that of f(ei*z) by replacing z by ei7lz.
(Evidently the result of §17 holds, for decreasing p's, when OA has a negative
inclination greater than —it.)
Consider the intervals (i^ —¿V>\f/+5+) and pick out a finite number of

them whose interiors cover the entire interval (fa, fa).
We see now that, for every \{/,the expansion of /(e^z) can be found from
that of f(ei*iz) by replacing z by e^-*1^; for we can pass from fa to \p across
the small intervals, in a finite number of steps.
We now consider the expansion (25) of /(e{*iz) as a double series and
order its terms so that the moduli of the exponents are non-decreasing.
We
have thus
(45)

/(e*'*iz) = VieT>z+•„••

+ vpeT»z +

where the t's are real or complex numbers

such that

• • ■,

\tp \—*<x>
as p—><».

We have from (45)
(46)

f(z) = Die'«*+ • • ■+ vpe'>" + • • • ,

where crp—e~i't'1Tp.

It is now easy to see that the second member of (46) converges normally
to f(z) in a subsector of S.

For the expansion (25) of f(el*z), faiky^ufa, is obtained from (46) by
replacing z by e**z. Now as the expansion (25) of f(ei*z) has a's which are
exponential polynomials, the distant terms of (46) give distant terms in the
expansion oif(ei*z).
Hence, for every \p, (46) is normally convergent in a
sector symmetrical with respect to the line amp z = y. The Heine-Borel theorem does the rest.
Furthermore, /(z) can have only one expansion (46) normally convergent
in a sector contained in S. For the proof, we assume, multiplying z by a
constant of modulus unity, if necessary, that the sector contains an infinite
portion of the positive real axis. Then the normal convergence of (46)
implies that the real part of crp approaches —00 as p increases.
Hence,
grouping finite sets of terms in (46), we can form a normally convergent series
(25), which, of course, is unique. This shows that (46) is unique.
Let us see now what happens under the assumption that f(z) is analytic
throughout S, but not analytic throughout any sector containing S, with
the same vertex as S and of greater opening than S.
There will be a subsector of S in which (46) converges absolutely. For
(46) is obtained from the expansion (25) of f(el+xz) by replacing z by e-'*1«,
and (46) is obtained similarly from/(e**»z).
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On the other hand, in the expansion (25) of/(c*'*'z) (the p's of the expansion will increase) there must be an a(z) which contains an infinite number of terms. For a series (25) with all ö's exponential polynomials, found
by the Newton polygon procedure from (43), could be considered either as
having increasing p's or decreasing p's. It would therefore converge normally
in a sector above, and in a sector below, the positive real axis; thus, by (b)
of §15, in a sector symmetric to the positive real axis. Hence/(z) would be
analytic in a sector containing S and of wider opening than S.
Thus some term in the expansion of /(e**'z) will give an infinite number
of terms of (46). There will be an h >0 such that an infinite number of terms
of (46) exceed e-*1*1in modulus as z increases with amp z =<pi. A similar state
of affairs holds for amp z=<p2. Hence (46) is not normally convergent in any

subsector of 5.
20. Suppose that some branch f(z) of a solution of (43) is analytic in a
sector of opening greater than jr. According to Hille, the domain in which
(46) converges absolutely is convex, and (46) converges uniformly in any
closed region interior to its domain of absolute convergence.
(This is es-

sentially (b) of §15 and the result of §11.)
Hence the expansion (46) of f(z) will converge absolutely for every z,
and uniformly in every finite area. Thus/(z) is an integral function.
We shall prove that/(z) is an exponential polynomial.
Since, in every sector of opening less than 27r, there is a subsector in which
f(z) has a normally convergent expansion (46), and since (46) is unique for
any sector, f(z) has a development (46) normally convergent all over the
plane, that is, in a sector of opening 2-7r. Thus, the remainder after a large
number of terms in (46) approaches zero uniformly all over the plane. As
every remainder is an integral function, the remainder after a large number
of terms is a constant, which has to be zero, for no ve" with er^O and vy^O
can be a constant.
Thus f(z) is an exponential polynomial.
We shall prove that every exponent in/(z) is a linear combination of the exponents of the P's in (43), with
rational coefficients.
We have, identically in w and z,

(47)

Pnw« + ■■■+ P0 - (w - f(z))(Pnw"-i

+ QiW-2 + • • • + Q„_i),

with every Q an exponential polynomial.
From among the exponents present (effectively) in all of the P's, we
select those whose real parts are a minimum, and from those just selected we
pick that exponent which has a minimum coefficient for ( —l)1'2. Let ß be
the exponent thus selected. We write (47)
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+ • • • + e~ßzQn-i).

In the functions e~ßzPi, those exponents which are not zero have either a
positive real part or a zero real part and a positive coefficient for ( —1)1/2.
Also zero is actually present as an exponent in certain of the functions.
If w is given a constant value, the first member of (48) becomes an exponential polynomial in z. We attribute to w such a constant value that
the first member of (48) and also w—/(z), when written as exponential
polynomials, may each contain a constant term, that is, a term of exponent
zero. This is clearly possible.
In w—fiz), with w the constant taken above, we pick out those exponents
whose real parts are a minimum, and from the exponents just selected we
choose that one for which the coefficient of ( —1)1/2 is a minimum. Let y
be the exponent thus found. We write
i» - /(z) = O'ie-^iw

- /(z))).

By the first theorem of our paper* A factorization theory for functions^aie"**
every exponent in c^'Çw—fiz)) is linear in the exponents in the first member
of (48) with rational coefficients. But since the exponent zero is present in
w—fiz), the exponent —7 is present in e~yzÇw—
/(z)). Hence 7 is linear in the
exponents of the first member of (48), with rational coefficients.
Then
every exponent in w—fiz) is linear in the exponents in the functions e~~ßzPi,
with rational coefficients, and from what we know of ß, this gives our result.
The results of the present article are given by the following two theorems :
Theorem I. If a solution w of (1) is a uniform function, more generally a
function uniform in a sector of opening greater than t, then w = Q/Pn, where
Q is an exponential polynomial whose exponents are linear combinations of the
exponents in the P's, with rational coefficients.

Theorem II. If P/Q, with P and Q exponential polynomials, is analytic
in a sector of opening greater than w, then P/Q is an exponential polynomial-]

21. We write (43)
(49)

w» + Qn-iw"-1 H-YQo

= 0,

where Q¡=Pj/P„.
We shall call (49) irreducible if its first member is not
the product of two polynomials in w, both of degree less than n, with coefficients which are the quotients of two exponential polynomials.
* Ritt, (2).
f Cf. Ritt, (1). [Remark inserted in proof. The method of (1) can be extended so as to yield
Theorem II.]
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An irreducible equation (49) defines only a single analytic

function.
Consider any area in which the n solutions of (49) are analytic.
Suppose that Wi, ■ • • , wr, r<n, are distinct solutions of (49) which are
continuations of each other, but of no other solution of (49). Then the
symmetric functions of Wi, ■• ■, wTare uniform all over the plane. Since the
symmetric functions satisfy equations like (49), the symmetric functions are
quotients of exponential polynomials. This shows that (49) is not irreducible.
We prove now

Theorem IV. Let (49) be irreducible, with n>l.
Let S be any sector of
opening greater than it. Then there exist in S, and outside an arbitrarily large
circle, branch points of w which generate the entire group of monodromy of w.
Suppose that those branch points which lie in S, and outside some circle,
generate only a proper subgroup H of the group of monodromy, G. Construct
a rational combination R of the solutions of (49) which is invariant (as a
function of z) under H, but not under G. Then R is uniform in S. As R is a
solution of an equation like (49), R is uniform all over the plane, hence
invariant under G. This contradiction proves our theorem.
22. We consider an equation (43) for which the corresponding equation
(49) is irreducible. A ray emanating from the origin will be called singular
if there does not exist a sector, containing in its interior an infinite portion
of the ray, in which all of the n branches of w are analytic.
We shall prove that w has at most a finite number of singular rays.
Let <pbe any angle. Then, by section III, the n solutions of
Pn(e<*z)W + • • • + Poie*z) = 0

are analytic in two sectors, one below, one above the real axis, each with a
side in the direction of the positive real axis. Then the ray amp z=<p cannot
have singular rays making arbitrarily small angles with it. This proves that
there are at most a finite number of singular rays.
According to Theorem II, if w is not an integral function, every sector with
vertex at the origin, of opening greater than t, contains at least one singular
ray. Hence, if w is not an integral function, it has at least two singular rays.
When there are just two singular rays, the angle between them is w.
If w is not uniform, then no branch of w can be uniform in any sector of
opening greater than it. In that case, w must have at least two singular rays
such that, in any sector containing one of them, there are an infinite number
of branch points of w. Singular rays of this type will be called branch rays.
Let w have r = 2 singular rays, which divide the plane into sectors
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Si, • • • , Sr. It is easy to see that in every S< there is a subsector in which
every branch of w is analytic. According to §19, every branch of w has a
development (46), absolutely convergent in some subsector of S<. If Fj is
any sector with vertex at the origin every point of which, except the vertex,
is interior to S<, the development (46) of every branch is normally convergent
in a subsector of F<.
It will be shown later by examples that some of the branches of w may
be analytic in a sector containing in its interior an infinite portion of a singular

ray of w.
We summarize the principal results of §§19, 21 in the following theorem,
in which it is understood that every Q is the quotient of two exponential
polynomials.
Theorem
(50)

V. Let w be the solution of the irreducible equation
w" + Qn-iwn~l + • • • + Qo = 0.

Then w has a finite number of singular rays. Given any two adjacent singular
rays, there is a subsector of the sector formed by them in which every branch of
w is analytic. If w is not integral, it has at least two singular rays. If n>l,
w has at least two branch rays, and no branch of w is uniform in a sector of
opening greater than w. If a branch Wi is analytic in a subsector of the sector
S formed by two Çnot necessarily adjacent) singular rays, then wi can be expanded in a series
»ie*>*+ • • • + vpe'"z + ■ ■ • ;

lim \ ap\ = «3,

with constant v's, absolutely convergent in some subsector T of S. In any sector
with the same vertex as T, and lying, except for its vertex, interior to T, the expansion is normally convergent. There is but one expansion of this type which
converges normally to wi in a sector contained in S. If wi is not analytic in any
sector with the same vertex as T, and containing T, except for the vertex, in its
interior, the expansion is not normally convergent throughout T.

23. The singular rays of w admit of quite precise description in terms of
the exponents in the P's of equation (1).
The poles of w are all located at the zeros of P„. Those branch points of
w which are not zeros of P„ are found by equating the discriminant of (1)
to zero. The discriminant is a polynomial in the P's divided by a power of P„.
Hence the singular points of w are found by equating to zero two exponential
polynomials, P„ and the numerator of the discriminant.
The distribution of the zeros of exponential polynomials has been investigated by Tamarkin, Wilder, and Pólya in papers to which reference
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has already been made. Of their results, the following is the one of chief interest for us.
Consider any exponential polynomial P. Let the exponents in P be
plotted in the complex plane, and let the smallest convex polygon SI which
contains the exponents, in its interior or upon its boundary, be constructed.
Let the sides of SI be oi, ■ ■ • , ap. Let d¡ be a ray which is the image, with
respect to the real axis, of the normal to 0%directed outwardly to SI. Then
there exist p half-strips, each parallel to, and directed like, some ray ¿<,
which contain all of the zeros of P. If the length of cr, is sit the number of
zeros in the strip parallel to ¿¿ and less than r in modulus is equal to
<Tir

The singular rays of w are parallel to the rays di, constructed for P„ and
for the numerator of the discriminant.
Of course, not every d¿ need give a
singular ray.
We shall show by means of an example that, along the distant part of
a branch ray, the branches of w may break up into sets such that branches
belonging to different sets are not connected by those branch points of w
which cluster about the given branch ray. For instance, w may have a branch
which is uniform in a sector containing an infinite portion of a branch ray of w.

Let w be defined by
w3 + 3e*w2 + e<2+i)zw +1

= 0.

The exponents in the discriminant of w are found to be 6 + 2i, 6+3i, 0, 3
and 3+i. The rays ¿< for the discriminant are found to have inclinations 0,
7r/2, arctan 3/2 (first quadrant), arctan 2 (third quadrant).
When we seek
the expansions (25), according to the method of III, for the three branches
of w, we find one expansion with a's which are exponential polynomials, and
two with a's which are infinite series. This means that one branch of w is
uniform along the distant part of the positive real axis, while two branches
are connected with each other by branch points of arbitrarily large modulus
in a half-strip directed like the positive real axis.
We find a similar state of affairs along the ray of slope 3/2, which is investigated by making the substitution z = (2+3i)z'.
There is one uniform
branch and the other two are connected.
Along the rays of slopes oo and 2, all of the branches are connected.
The following example shows that w may have an infinite number of poles
along a singular ray and that still some branch of w may be analytic in a
sector containing the distant part of the ray. Let w be defined by
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(e" — l)w2 — 2e'w —1=0.

Then w has a pole for every integral value of z. Still one of the developments
(25) of w has a's which are exponential polynomials. This is seen on writing
e' ±

w =-

(e2z +

(eiz -

l))1'2

e" — 1

and expanding the radical in powers of (eu —l)/e2z. Thus one of the branches
of w is analytic in a sector containing an infinite portion of the positive real
axis.
24. Let us imagine that some branch/(z) of w is analytic in a half-plane,
to fix our ideas, in an upper half-plane.
Then the development (25) of
f(—z), with decreasing u's, is found from that of f(z) with increasing p;'s by
replacing z by —z. As both developments have decreasing X's, both developments have only a finite number of X's. Hence/(z) is of the form
(51)

ai(z)exi* + • ■ • + ap(z)e**z

where each a(z) is an algebraic combination of exponentials with pure
imaginary exponents. It is evident that (51) will represent all of the branches
of w, all over the plane. Hence we can remove a strip from the plane and leave
two half-planes in which every branch of w is analytic.
Consider a w which has just three branch rays. From what precedes, we
see that no two of them are extensions of each other. It follows from Theorem
IV that the branch points which cluster about the distant portion of any
branch ray connect up all of the branches of w.
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